PackML

What is it and why does it matter?

What is PackML?
PackML, which stands for Packaging Machine Language, defines a common approach, or machine
language, for automated machines.
The primary goals are to encourage a common
“look and feel” across a plant floor and to enable
and encourage industry innovation.
PackML is part of the ISA88 industry standard,
since 2008.
PackML provides a broadly recognized machine
state model and standardized data model (PackTags) to help ensure that programmers are speaking the same language and using terminology
consistently.

OMAC (Organization for Machine Automation
and Control) and P&G (Procter and Gamble)
are two organizations that have been actively
supporting PackML
There is a PackML Implementation Guide that
can be downloaded from the OMAC website.

This creates a predictable, reusable model when
multiple programmers are involved during machine
design.
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Why PackML?
Fast forward to the end of the last
century, and equipment had PLC
controls and fancy HMIs - that’s
Human Machine Interface.

Packaging equipment used to have electromechanical controls with lots of buttons,
relays and stuff.
The various machines on a packaging line
were dumb - they didn’t communicate to the
operators, let alone to other machines.

Problem is that every manufacturer had a different interface - sometimes different from the same manufacturer.
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Why PackML?

PackML Standard
means all machines in
a packaging operation
have a similar “look &
feel”

Programmers use a lot of the same structure when designing packing machine interfaces. Helps machine manufacturers produce products more quickly.
The resulting machine controls mean that equipment becomes easier to install and set up.
Operators understand the interface and need less training
to be effective.
Consistent standards allow easier machine to machine
communication.
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Why is PackML Important?

If a company has adopted PackML, it will be hard to sell
them non-compliant equipment
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The IDT 255 LPA

IDT Model 255 Label Printer Applicator
Based on best selling IDT Model 252
Allen Bradley controls
4 inch color touchscreen interface
PackML compliant
Perfect machine for customers that have implemented (or plan to implement) PackML
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Useful Resources:
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PackML
OMAC: http://omac.org/
Implementation Guide: http://www.omac.org/content/packml
ID Technology: http://www.idtechnology.com
The leading manufacturer of labels, labeling systems, coding and marking systems.

Labeling News: http://www.labelingnews.com

ID Technology builds the best selling label printer
applicators - as well as the new Model 255 with
PackML compliance, there is an IDT machine for
just about every application.
ID Technology
2051 Franklin Drive
Ft. Worth, TX 76106
817-626-7779
info@idtechnology.com
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